Book
Elements: Author – Copyright date – Title – Subtitle – Edition – City and State of publication – Publisher.

Essay or Short Story in a Print Publication
Elements: Author – Copyright date – Title of work referenced – Editor – Title of publication – Pages – City and State of publication – Publisher.

Article in Periodicals Research Database
Elements: Author – Year of publication – Title of essay or article – Original publication – Volume and number – Pages – Digital Object Identifier or URL (no retrieval date is needed).

Web Site (Note: Web sites are difficult to cite as the information needed is often not provided)
Elements: Author or Editor – Last update Provided – Title of page – Title of entire Web site – Publisher or sponsoring institution – Date of access – URL.
If no author is provided, move the title of the page to the position before the year.

Film

Music
Elements: Composer – Copyright year – Title of musical piece [Artist, if different from composer] – Title of album [Medium] – City and State – Label – Date of recording (if different from song copyright).

All citations on your References page must be double-spaced.

For more information, please consult the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th edition. Visit the College Library if you need help citing your resources.